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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
Telemarketing is an often neglected aspect of an integrated direct 
marketing campaign for non-profit arts organizations, and fertile ground for 
further programmatic development. The majority of literature available references 
Telemarketing as reinforcement for direct mail practices rather than a recruitment 
vehicle in itself, therefore the science of Telemarketing hasn’t evolved to a 
maturity level equal to that of direct mail. During the author’s tenure as 
Telemarketing Manager at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, she addressed these 
issues by examining and optimizing the use of the telemarketing call within the 
direct marketing cycle. The telemarketing program improved and with it the 
sophistication of the staff training program. The author chronicles the trial and 
error used to grow the telemarketing practice; finding ultimately that 
Telemarketing can and, when appropriate, should, play a larger role in an 
integrated direct marketing strategy for a non-profit organization.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 
 
 
 
This thesis will outline a framework for Telemarketing management and 
staff training in a non-profit setting.  It is based on experience the author gained as 
Telemarketing Manager at the Philadelphia Museum of Art; and informed and 
reinforced by study towards a Master degree of Arts Administration at Drexel 
University. This document is meant to serve as a guidebook for other non-profit 
managers who are looking to maximize telemarketing as part of an integrated 
direct marketing strategy, train or retrain Telemarketing staff, and positively 
affect the bottom line. 
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LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
 
This study involved a literature search, including scholarly articles, 
textbooks and internet sites, as well as the author’s personal experience. The 
author searched for books, articles, dissertations and other documents related to 
telemarketing programs in non-profit arts settings. Secondary research consisted 
of inquiry through computer databases and computerized card catalogs. In the 
limited literature available, there is mention of telemarketing programs as part of 
integrated direct mail campaigns, but very little depth or breadth to the topic. 
Most sources make reference to telemarketing being an expensive and seldom 
used direct marketing method, reserved primarily as reinforcement to other modes 
of direct solicitation (mail, front line point of sale, email, etc.). Little detail or 
advice exists in terms of problems facing the telemarketing manager working 
within the visual arts. 
The performing arts are an exception, where time sensitivity according to 
the start of a season of shows makes telemarketing a more likely primary 
recruitment method, with direct mail following immediately afterwards as 
reinforcement of the telemarketing message. A survey of twenty-nine major U.S. 
orchestras found that an average of 30 percent of total subscription income comes 
from telemarketing.1 Philip Kotler and Joanne Scheff explain that while a direct 
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mail piece can convey simple programming information, telemarketers can 
interact with customers, and distinguish between offerings, advise on decisions, 
and compel an immediate response. Kotler and Scheff stop short, however, by 
indicating that telemarketing’s success is based on “the simple fact that it eases 
the decision making and purchase process.”2 Here is where the opinion of the 
author of this thesis diverges from common theory; the author aims to prove 
through the writing of this document, that the reasons why and how telemarketing 
works are deeper and more complex than the simplification of a decision making 
process.  
Telemarketing by its very nature as an interactive experience, deepens 
donor involvement, and gives the solicitor an opportunity to capitalize on this 
deepened relationship by offering the donor a chance to make his commitment 
tangible, in the form of a monetary donation. The donor is not the only one giving 
in this transaction; through the telemarketer, they are also receiving new 
information catered to donors’ interests and needs, as well as provided a personal 
guide to achieve an optimum artistic experience. Through studying the 
convergence of these ideas, the author was led to the topic of Interaction Design, 
which Bob Baxley describes: 
 
Such products allow people and technology to carry on a complex 
and elegant dance relying on multiple, simultaneous forms of 
communication. The role of the interaction design, therefore, is to 
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choreograph and facilitate the dance in a manner that makes 
everyone feel like Fred Astaire.3 
 
In simpler terms, interaction design examines the behavior (interaction) of 
humans (users) with a product or system, and (re)defines the product or system 
based on the needs of the user. The practice is most commonly referred to in 
literature in relation to software and web user interfaces, but can apply to any 
product, service, or organization. Malcolm McCullough has written: 
 
     "… interaction design is poised to become one of the main 
liberal arts of the twenty-first century.”4 
 
Overall there is little reference to telemarketing specifically geared toward 
the special needs of selling an experience over a product. The author found that 
looking outside of telemarketing and examining the sales of other experience-
based products revealed original information which could be applied to the 
science of the solicitation phone call. The “commodity mind-set,” according to 
former British Airways chairman Sir Colin Marshall, means mistakenly thinking 
“that a business is merely performing a function – in our case, transporting people 
from point A to point B on time and at the lowest possible price.” What British 
Airways does “is to go beyond the functional and to compete on the basis of 
providing an experience.”5 
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Building upon knowledge learned on the job as well as through studies in 
the Arts Administration program at Drexel University, the author changed and 
evolved the Telemarketing program at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
Telemarketing at that time in the PMA was the third and fifth solicitation in the 
yearly Membership Solicitation Schedule (see Appendix B), flanked on both sides 
my direct mail, and never used as a first contact with new members. Although 
direct mail is a cheaper way to attract members, it is not necessarily the most 
effective way. Direct Mail campaigns seeing a 2% or greater return are considered 
successful; while a telemarketing campaign can see participation rates as high as 
40% for some segments, due in large part to the persuasiveness of the medium. 
Members who initially make a donation, become a member, purchase a ticket, or 
otherwise engage with an institution, are exponentially more likely to engage 
again via their original method, over another.  
The author aimed at taking broad, generally accepted practices about 
telemarketing, e.g. “Telemarketing is more expensive, and should only be used as 
a second option to direct mail.” and put these theories to the test through practical 
observations and programmatic changes. The author formulated hypotheses about 
telemarketing practices, predicting that direct marketing campaigns could be 
successfully spearheaded with telemarketing initiatives, more so than, and in 
addition to, being used as reinforcement for direct mail solicitation. The key to the 
success of these campaigns is having an effective knowledge base for the 
challenges of telemarketing, the solutions to those challenges, and informing 
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telemarketing staff in those practices. The result is an optimally performing 
telemarketing program, which can be replicated in similar institutional settings. 
 
Efforts are maximized when measured consistently, often, and in tandem. 
Cross-pollination occurs by constantly retraining callers to improve personal 
call performance and optimize interactions with targeted donors, and 
keeping callers informed of the ticker-tape of feedback regarding donor 
appeal performance  
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PROCEDURE 
 
 
 
 
Scholarly data was gathered through research, in order to better 
understand performance trends in direct marketing. Specific attention was paid to 
performance in telemarketing programs in general, and past performance of 
telemarketing programs at the Philadelphia Museum of Art as practical example. 
An Access database was created and nightly caller statistics were loaded 
into the database in order to track caller performance as well as appeal code 
performance. Performance was tracked in areas such as Total Leads Called, 
Resolve Rate (Yes, No, Pledge), Yes Rate, Dollars on Credit Card, Average Gift. 
A summary of these key performance metrics and corresponding equations can be 
found in Appendix B under, “Key for Telemarketing Statistics Report” and “Key 
Performance Indicators.” Algebraic equations were used to cross-check numbers 
and come up with measurements based on the aforementioned categories by 
appeal code, caller, date, hour, campaign, original solicitation type, etc. This 
qualitative data was compared to past campaigns, times of year, other events in 
the Membership Solicitation Schedule (including direct mail), and combined with 
qualitative data. 
Qualitative improvements were made by increasing the frequency and 
depth of training for telemarketing staff. Regular meetings were established 
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between manager and staff in the Telemarketing Department. Nightly meetings 
were held at the beginning and end of each shift, where the manager would share 
information about current and upcoming programs at the Museum, offer tips on 
how to better target calls, and callers would share feedback which they were 
receiving from donors on the phone, as well as any tips or tricks they had 
effectively used on calls. Quarterly performance reviews were conducted for staff. 
Weekly Complaint Handling Meetings were held between all managers within 
Membership and Visitor Services, in order to respond to and anticipate customer 
service issues which arose via Admissions, Ticket Center, Membership and 
Visitor services office, Education, Exhibitions, Telemarketing, or any other area 
of the Museum which interacted with the general public. 
A Staff Telemarketing Manual was complied as a result of these efforts 
and is located in Appendix A of this thesis. Supporting documentation from the 
Manager’s Telemarketing Manual is included in Appendix B. 
In addition to the measurable results of a successfully trained 
telemarketing team, such as higher annual membership sales and fundraising 
revenue, there are qualitative effects, including increased product knowledge, and 
enhancement of the company’s brand image to callers, donors, and members of 
the general public. The Telemarketing department’s training is part of an 
integrated Membership and Visitor Service department effort, and is reinforced by 
donor and visitor experience at front line, ticket center, special programs, and 
public relations. This consistently creates a reliable and inspirational experience 
for the visitors, members and donors of the institution. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
 
 
 
 
This thesis focuses on how to increase telemarketing performance within 
direct marketing programming of a non-profit organization. Many 
recommendations are relevant to both non-profit and for-profit telemarketing 
models. The author assumes certain industry standards, such as that telemarketing 
is part of an integrated direct marketing campaign, and not typically used alone as 
a solitary method of donor cultivation and retention. This thesis does not include 
information on telemarketing laws or restrictions, which vary by location and 
industry.  
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DESIGNING A TELEMARKETING PROGRAM 
 
 
 
 
Telemarketing, with its interactivity and ability to persuade, was used as a 
tool by the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s Membership and Visitor Services 
Department to re-enlist members who were resistant to renewal through mailings. 
By the time lapsed members made it to the telemarketing call in the Membership 
Solicitation Schedule (Appendix B), their memberships had expired and they 
were more difficult to persuade to rejoin, because they had ignored multiple prior 
attempts. This made the telefundraising job difficult, and required savvy, 
confident callers, who could invigorate members, persuading them to renew their 
membership.   
When I assumed the role of Telemarketing Manager at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, minimal materials were being used to train new staff. Veteran 
callers lacked on-going training; settling into formulaic phone conversations 
devoid of energy or enthusiasm for their product (the Museum experience). The 
call was an unmoving fixture in the overall Membership solicitation schedule 
(which primarily consisted of mailings); it did not change based on either positive 
or negative response from donors. There were one to two calls per year for 
members – one mid-cycle through a yearly membership to upgrade that 
membership (referred to as an Upgrade), and one three months after their 
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membership expiration (referred to as a Renewal). If a membership lapsed for 6 
months or more, another call would be made (referred to as Lapsed). After that, 
these lapsed members would no longer receive calls, but would instead be routed 
into direct mail campaigns, which were sent to various people with less of a tie to 
the Museum, including one time visitors and names from purchased lists. No 
acquisition calls were being made to convert recent visitors to members. 
Up until this point, the marketing strategy for the Telemarketing 
department was determined by the Membership and Visitor Services Director. 
The Telemarketing call was essentially a last ditch attempt to recoup sponsors 
whose membership had expired, and had not responded to the last 4 mailings 
received. Call sheets were printed weeks in advance of the monthly call cycle, 
with little room for change or adjustment based on the success or failure of a 
campaign. It also cost the department $500 per month to have the printing 
outsourced. 
New callers were trained for a total of 9 hours over 3 days, most of which 
consisted of shadowing other callers without being coached on what was being 
done well or poorly. The caller was provided a hand-out on his first day, with an 
agenda outlining his training. The first day also consisted of filling out 
employment paperwork, all which ate into the training time. After some hand-outs 
about Museum programming were disseminated, the call script was shared, and 
shadowing, or listening to other callers commenced. After a few rounds of 
shadowing, the trainee then role-played with the hiring manager and ultimately 
was placed on his first solo phone call. This limited training resulted in many 
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stops and starts; callers often put donors on hold to ask the manager questions, 
and resulted in uncertainty and fear to pick up the phone. Many callers quit after 
the first day of training due to overwhelming stress and fruitless calls. 
Veteran callers had developed their own techniques or styles to make their 
calls successful, however these small successes were not recognized or shared by 
management with the larger group. One caller had settled into what we called 
“roboscript” – calling and repeating the same information over and over without 
much enthusiasm or effect. She was generally unmotivated and felt unsupported. I 
saw the opportunity for callers to share and build upon past successes. I also saw 
the potential to train callers away from counterproductive phone habits. 
Here are what I found to be the key components in designing a successful 
Telemarketing program: 
• EMPOWER the Telemarketing team to be savvy and 
confident.  
• OPTIMIZE the Telemarketing call in the Direct Marketing 
program 
• INNOVATE new ways for Telemarketing to benefit the 
organization 
• Establish a REPEATable process  
 
EMPOWER the Telemarketing team to be savvy and confident.  
 
Empowering Telemarketers with savvy and confidence results in two 
things: equipping the caller with the tools he needs to do his job, and increase in 
confidence and enthusiasm to do his job well. The way this knowledge is 
delivered to him is also important. Instead of simply handing out paper documents 
for rote learning by the caller, a multi-faceted approach is more engaging for the 
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caller, and also provides vivid experiences which he can relate over the phone. I 
saw potential for the training process to educate callers more comprehensively, 
and in a gradual, stepped process - each day building upon the last. 
Previously, callers learned about an exhibitions through reading a paper 
handout. As part of the new, multi-faceted training, I would accompany the 
callers to the exhibition in order for them to experience it first hand; partake in an 
audio tour, watch a video, shadow other callers, have active Q & A sessions, read 
about the Museum on the web, experience a Power Point presentation about the 
benefits of membership, do role-playing games alternating with myself, veteran 
callers, and other new callers. This multi-faceted, multi-stepped process deepened 
callers’ knowledge of the Museum, increased their support system and team 
interaction, and honed their call skills. What I found was that after three days of 
this approach, the callers were enthusiastically asking to make their first call. 
Each step contributed to and reinforced the other, building competence and 
confidence in the caller. 
I provided each caller with his own binder (eventually to become a full 
Telemarketing Training Manual), separated into tabbed sections. The binder 
clearly labeled the owners name as well as the Museum’s griffin emblem, to 
provide a sense of pride and ownership of materials. The binder, or manual, also 
created a frame of reference for the caller of what he would be responsible to 
know. It also became a tool to file information to be easily referenced during calls 
with members. The manual was divided into 6 sections: Introduction, Policies & 
Procedures, General Information, Scripts, Special Exhibitions, Commissions, and 
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Miscellaneous. (These sections were directly relevant to the callers for the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art; other organizations may choose to omit or add 
sections, based on programmatic needs.) 
Over a three day training period, hand-outs were provided to support face 
to face training sessions. These handouts gradually filled callers’ manuals until all 
facets of on-boarding had been covered. Space was left in the manual to add 
materials from on-going development activities. The manual then became the 
caller’s personal reference tool. They owned the information, and the ability to 
wield it.  
I also compiled a Manager’s Manual, with sections relevant to training, 
database management, motivational tools and games, and reports for caller 
performance. It grew to encompass many critical areas: industry news and 
standards, performance metrics, technical information, Museum programs, 
audience demographics, on-going staff training and motivational ideas, budget 
tracking and forecasting, etc. Relevant excerpts from the Manager’s Manual can 
be found in Appendix B. 
Following are detailed explanations of each section in the Telemarketers 
Manual and it’s relevance to the Telemarketing program. 
Section 1: Introduction of the Telemarketing Training Manual for the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art can be found in Appendix A. The purposes of the 
Introduction section of the training manual are to 1) welcome the caller and 2) 
provide context and purpose to his new position. The section explains the Who, 
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What, When, Where and Why of the Telemarketer in the broader context of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
It is important to welcome new members to the team. Telemarketing is a 
sometimes formidable job and training experience, and the stage should be set 
that he is a welcome addition to the team, and will be supported throughout his 
training and employment. 
Knowing the Mission of an organization is tantamount to encouraging 
buy-in from callers.  It provides a meaningful context for the work they are to 
embark upon. The Museum’s Mission is, 
 
The Philadelphia Museum of Art—in partnership with the city, the 
region, and art museums around the globe—seeks to preserve, 
enhance, interpret, and extend the reach of its great collections in 
particular, and the visual arts in general, to an increasing and 
increasingly diverse audience as a source of delight, illumination, 
and lifelong learning. 
 
The welcome page of the Telemarketer’s Manual provides context by 
saying, “You are joining a team of more than 400 full- and part-time employees 
who support the goals and mission of one of the greatest museums in the world.” 
This is further enforced in the 2nd page of the Manual, in the Section, “WHO WE 
ARE,” which states,  
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The Telemarketing Department is part of the Membership & 
Visitor Service Department, which raises more than $3 million in 
membership and gift revenue for the Museum. We also serve as 
ambassadors for the Museum – providing and maintaining a 
professional and honest dialogue with the more than 50,000 
members we contact each year. 
 
It may seem simple, but letting an employee know WHO they are and 
WHERE they fit into the organization enables empowerment and a feeling of 
belonging to the larger purpose of the Museum. I’ve volunteered or worked for 
many non-profit organizations, among them the Institute of Contemporary Art, 
New Orleans Ballet Association, Glass Arts Society, University of Pennsylvania 
Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts, Ogden Museum of Art, etc. – and one 
of the things most lacking in their programming is taking the time to share the 
basics of what the organization is all about. If you are employing people to be 
mouthpieces of your organization, is critical to arm them with the information 
they need to do their job. Knowing the purpose of the organization and their role 
in it is an essential step in that process.  
The welcome page encourages the caller to, “visit the Museum, participate 
in a tour, sit-in on an art history course, and to read the Museum Handbook of 
Collections.” I purchased multiple paperback versions of the Handbook of 
Collections to have available for callers to read or to look up information with 
which a donor might need assistance.  
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The WHO WE ARE section goes further to set expectations for WHEN 
WE WORK, WHO WE CALL, and WHY WE CALL. These sections build upon 
the setting of purpose. They also set a clear baseline for expectations. Setting 
expectations is meaningful because it enables a caller to know what he has to do 
in order to fulfill expectations, and enables the manager to revisit benchmarks to 
reward or address inability to meet those expectations. In both cases it is good to 
have these expectations clearly stated in writing, and to have the employee make a 
commitment to them by signing the document. It also provides an opportunity to 
address any questions the caller may have. A page is provided for the caller to 
sign at the end of the document, indicating he or she has read and understands the 
outlined policies. 
Philadelphia Museum of Art members and visitors (WHO we call) fall 
into four categories in telefundraising terms: upgrades, renewals, lapsed, and 
(added during my tenure), acquisitions.  Museum membership lasts for twelve 
months from the date of purchase. As part of the Membership Solicitation 
Schedule, members are mailed three months prior to their membership expiration 
to renew. They are also mailed two months prior to their expiration date and 
month of their expiration date. Upgrades consist of members who are asked, mid-
membership, for an additional gift, which if in a high enough amount, will 
upgrade their membership to the next level. This additional gift may upgrade 
them to the next membership category, and entitle the member to additional 
benefits. Renewals are current members whose membership will be expiring 
within 3 months. Lapsed are those whose membership has been expired for at 
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least 3 months. The last category, acquisitions, was added during my tenure at the 
Museum. They include visitors to the Museum who are asked to become a 
member (usually at a discount or as part of a special offer). Acquisitions turned 
out to be the favorite category for most callers. Upgrades were the least favorite. 
A lot of these feelings were previously associated with the way each category was 
framed to callers when they were trained. A second influencer was rewards – how 
callers are encouraged to reach a goal in relation to a category or call type. This 
will be explained in greater detail later in this paper. 
WHY WE CALL, also part of the Introduction section, is helpful for the 
telemarketer because it provides a specific reason why money from calls is 
important. It re-enforces the notion that callers are critical to the Museum. It is 
also referenced later when callers are talking with prospects, as a way to relay the 
urgency and importance of their donation to the Museum. The Telemarketing 
Department raises money which is considered unrestricted support. This is the 
most important money to the Museum, because it can be used for whatever is 
most needed. The manual states, “This revenue is used to support the general 
operations of the Museum, including paying salaries, buying light bulbs, and 
providing a welcome and safe building for our members and visitors.” The 
reference to light bulbs was particularly noted by callers. I’d often hear them 
explaining to prospects on the phone that their donation would be used to “keep 
the lights on” in the Museum.  
The subsequent section to the Introduction is the Telemarketing Training 
Agenda. A skeleton of this agenda was used by the former manager of the 
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department. It is a good tool because it lays out the first three days of training to 
prepare the caller for what lies ahead. It is equally important to indicate breaks as 
it is to indicate activities in an agenda. Training can be an intense and exhausting 
experience, and knowing when one will be able to break and replenish oneself is 
as important as knowing when one is expected to train and work. 
Before the first day of training, I would inform the current Telemarketing 
staff that a new member would be joining the team. I would share a little 
information about the new caller, such as name and general background, in order 
to prepare current callers for the new callers’ arrival. Callers must deal with so 
many unknowns during their call time, it is best to keep the rest of their 
environment as free of surprises as possible (unless the surprises are rewards or 
positive in nature). Maintaining a consistent environment for callers provides a 
sense of security and jumping off point to do the job effectively. Informing them 
that a new caller will be joining in the future establishes a feeling of acceptance 
and anticipation for when new caller arrives. 
On the new caller’s first day, I start off the call session with a warm 
introduction to the team. I usually give a few minutes extra for everyone to chat 
and socialize before we get the call session started. Each nightly call session starts 
with a 5 to 10 minute debrief, where we go over any new programming, revisit 
current special offerings or goals, introduce new callers, and go over what the 
current response rates are on the appeal codes of the campaigns. This is also an 
open forum time where I invite callers to share tips and tricks which they feel are 
particularly effective in their calling. Conversely, we also talk about complaints 
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which callers field from visitors or members, and how to counter those complaints 
(see Appendix A “Top 10 No’s and How to Counter). Engaging a new caller in 
this process enables him to feel included and accustoms him to departmental 
processes. 
After the 10 minute introduction and announcements, the experienced 
callers start calling and the new callers go to a separate area to begin training. I 
verbally outline the training agenda with them so new callers know what to expect 
over the course of their two to three day training session. 
I walk them through the next section of the binder: the Policies and 
Procedures section is straightforward and doesn’t require excessive elaboration 
for this thesis. Even though the topics covered may seem inane, obvious or 
redundant, it is important to cover these areas upfront, so that expectations are set 
by manager and understood by caller. This section also gives an opportunity for a 
caller to understand exactly what is required in the job, and for the manager to 
answer any questions. In the case of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the 
attendance and call shift requirements are listed, timecards and paychecks are 
explained, and confidentiality requirements for handling private information such 
as Museum records is also covered. There are legal reasons that these areas must 
be covered and tracked, as the Museum has an obligation to keep confidential the 
names, addresses, and other information of its visitors and members. Particular to 
employees who are handling credit card numbers and other forms of payment, it is 
essential that they understand it is against the law to use this information outside 
the walls of the institute for which they are working. Policies and Procedures is 
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also an umbrella area to cover the required etiquette of the Telemarketing 
Department. For example, no phone calls, texting, eating or drinking are allowed 
at the caller’s station during a shift. These activities are allowed on breaks, or by 
permission of the supervisor. After the Policies and Procedures are read by the 
caller and gone over verbally with the manager, the caller signs the paper, and the 
Policies and Procedures section of the manual is complete. 
During orientation, there are many ways in which the caller is educated 
about the Museum. Reading documents, watching multimedia presentations, 
shadowing other callers, acting out call scenarios, and visiting the Museum in 
person are experience which contribute to a comprehensive learning experience. 
Since different people learn best through different methods, it is important to have 
new callers learn through as many senses as possible. When the caller is painting 
a vivid picture of the Museum to a prospect over the phone, it is important for him 
to be able to draw from a rich array of personal experiences of the Museum. This 
creates a genuine buy-in on the part of the caller, a confidence in possessing 
information, and enthusiasm, all powerful mechanisms in converting the person 
on the other end of the phone call to a member. 
Mixing passive and active aspects of training avoids trainee exhaustion 
and deepens the amount of information that is absorbed. Multimedia training 
segments are alternated with intensive script reading and role playing. Role-plays 
and script reads are intense and take repeat attempts to learn effectively. By 
spreading intensive learning exercises over time, it makes the adjustment for the 
caller easier. By learning about the Museum through experiencing exhibitions, the 
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caller gains fodder and knowledge about the Museum to reference during his role-
playing (and eventually, live calls). 
The first activity that new callers partake in is “shadowing calls.” In the 
training room, the new caller is allowed to listen in on actual telefundraising calls 
being made by the current telemarketing staff. The new caller is provided a script 
and encouraged to note the nuances of callers’ styles as well as track the 
necessary components of the call. This also allows an opportunity for the new 
caller to become familiar with the cadence, style and voice that is part of the 
brand of the Philadelphia Museum of Art. For example, as part of branding 
guidelines, there are certain terminologies that must be used properly and 
consistently when referencing the Museum. The Philadelphia Museum of Art is 
always referred to by its full name or as “The Museum.” It should not be referred 
as the “Philly Museum” or “Philly Art Museum.” Special exhibitions, as per 
Museum parlance, are to be referred to as “exhibitions,” never as “exhibits.” 
After this opportunity to passively listen to calls, the new callers 
participate in their first role-playing exercises. Role-plays are done first between 
veteran and new callers. Callers work from the scripts which are provided, and 
based on the type of call, including upgrade, renewal, lapsed, and acquisition. 
(Sample scripts can be seen in the Telemarketing Manual Section titled, “Scripts,” 
in Appendix A.) Callers switch back and forth between acting as the Museum 
Telemarketer and the potential member. They also do role-plays with the 
manager. I ask the new callers NOT to critique each other. First role-plays should 
be about loosening up, and “finding their voice,” not perfection. Secondly, callers 
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alternate and eventually role-play with the manager. I would end each role-play 
with a review, including 1) what the caller did well, and 2) what could be 
improved. Starting the evaluation with positive feedback does two things. It 
encourages the caller by showing him that he is doing well, and it frames the 
conversation in a positive way, so that critical feedback is received with a more 
open mind. On some calls between manager and trainee, I will purposefully do 
something blatantly wrong in the call. Afterwards I will ask the caller to critique 
MY call, and see if he is picking up on the areas which I could have improved 
upon. I also like this technique because it puts the manager and caller on a level 
playing field, thereby garnering buy-in and believability in the manager’s 
leadership capabilities, and shows that every individual on the team is open to 
criticism and improvement.  
There are many components to a telemarketing script, enough to write an 
entire thesis on the subject. I will cover a few of the key points which are 
discussed during training with a new caller.  Legally, a caller is required to 
identify himself and the organization he represents within the first thirty seconds 
of the phone call. In the state of Pennsylvania, consumers who have willingly 
provided their information to a non-profit or for-profit organization may be 
contacted for additional business or funds. Call recipients of the Museum’s 
Telemarketing department had previously visited the Museum, purchased a ticket 
and/or become a member, therefore the calls were not considered “cold calls.” 
Information about the call recipient’s previous purchases and/or giving history 
was given to the caller on lead sheets, to provide context to the relationship of the 
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recipient to the Museum. It is important for a caller to know this information, as 
the first 5 seconds on a call can be the most difficult, with the recipient 
questioning who the caller is and why his is calling, and the caller should be ready 
to respond appropriately. If the sponsor requests to be put on a Do Not Call List, 
the caller would let them know that we do not fall under the purview of the state 
or national Do Not Call Lists, but would be happy to put the individual on our 
internal Museum Do Not Call List. This is an example of positive framing when 
delivering a difficult message. 
While reviewing the script, I encourage callers to use positive words to 
guide the call to resolution (in this case the resolution is a Yes or No to a 
donation). It is important to use a warm tone, and praise or thank the member for 
his support, very early in the call. This “sets the stage” for a positive response, 
similarly to feedback sessions and Do Not Call List handling. After sharing some 
details or interaction about the Museum or recent programming the sponsor may 
have enjoyed, it is important to get as quickly (and gracefully) as possible to the 
“direct ask” of “assumptive ask.” The assumptive ask means to ask for a donation, 
framing the request as though the answer is most likely a “Yes.” The direct ask 
should include a direct request for an explicit amount of money to a certain end 
(Upgrade, renewal, new membership, etc). For example, “Can you help us with a 
donation,” is not explicit enough to drive a positive outcome in most cases. The 
better ask is, “Can we count on you tonight for an additional donation of $100 
which will bring you to the Sponsor level,” or some variation thereof. If the 
answer is a “No,” the caller is advised to negotiate and redirect the call back to an 
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assumptive ask as many times as is comfortable or appropriate (typically three), 
before settling on a “No.” 
If the sponsor answers with a “Yes,” then the caller’s next ask will be, 
“What credit card will that be?” The assumption is that the sponsor will pay with 
the most immediate form of payment. A check in the mail is the last resort, 
because it cannot be counted on, and is often used as an excuse by the member to 
get off the phone and not give at all. 
If the credit card is secured, then the numbers are confirmed, the member 
is thanked, and the call wrapped up as quickly and politely as possible. Time is of 
the essence and there are many other individuals to call, and monetary gifts to 
secure, in as little time as possible. 
If the sponsor declines to give a gift, he is nonetheless thanked and invited 
to visit the Museum in the future. 
After the scripts have been used for role-playing as part of the training 
process, the printed script is put in the Scripts section of the binder, and we 
continue along with the training outlined in Section 1. 
Another part of the multimedia training experience is the History of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art video. The video was created for the Education 
department and used to train front-line Visitor Services employees, and I thought 
it equally as important for Telemarketing staff. The video explains the origins of 
the Museum, and paints great stories which callers can use on the phone. One of 
the most frequently recounted stories is the fact that the Museum (which is shaped 
like a squared-off U) was built from the outside of the U in, because the founders 
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knew that asking for money for the middle section to combine the two arms 
would be more compelling than building the middle first and asking for money to 
support extensions. Learning stories like this provides a feeling of being brought 
into the fold of the legacy of a great institution. 
After the video I would narrate a Power Point presentation about the levels 
of membership at the Museum. This is a more intensive learning segment because 
there was a fairly complex list of membership levels and corresponding benefits 
to be memorized by the caller. This Power Point was another tool which I became 
familiar with through Visitor Services and modified for use in Telemarketing. A 
positive side effect of using the same tools as Visitor Services is that it creates a 
more positive and unified experience for members, regardless of customer service 
touchpoint. Similar language is used and similar body of knowledge is shared 
across front lines, phone, etc., so that no matter who a member or visitor 
encounters at the Museum, his or her experience will be seamless and consistent 
(a good “interaction design.”) 
The next section of training was another important new section which I 
added. I provided the caller a personal tour of the Museum, guided from a 
visitor’s perspective. We would start by walking up the West Entrance and I 
would talk about all the considerations that a visitor or member would experience, 
and what types of responses or information would be needed from a telemarketing 
perspective, should any issues arise on the phone.  
When approaching the Museum, a visitor could be coming on foot (Is it 
easy to know which entrance is the right one?), by car (Where will I park? How 
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much does it cost? Is the parking so difficult that I need to turn around and go 
home?) This leads into the topic of complaint handling. When approaching the 
Museum, I’d pose questions such as, “How does a person with a stroller approach 
the Museum? Are they welcome? Where does the stroller go? Are they provided a 
stroller, and are they allowed to use it in the Museum? Are they allowed to use it 
in special exhibitions? If not, why not? Are wheelchairs available? Where? Is 
there a charge? Are they allowed in special exhibitions? If not, why? Where is the 
nearest restroom? Where is the nearest wheelchair accessible restroom? Why does 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art waste money on contemporary artists such as Cy 
Twombly?” (This is an example of a question which seems out of the ordinary, 
but was actually posed to one of our callers.) Walking through many different 
potential scenarios and ways to respond to the customer builds up a competency 
and confidence in the caller to deal with whatever expected or unexpected 
question or complaint comes his way. 
Upon entering the Museum, it is sometimes confusing for a new visitor to 
know where to check in as a member, purchase a ticket, or sign up for a tour. All 
of those scenarios are walked through at this point so that when a caller signs up a 
new member, they in turn can walk that member “virtually” through the process 
of encountering the West or East Lobby at the Museum. This empowers the new 
member, and paints what will be his next experience in a much more positive 
light. This also gives the caller insight into touch points that may cause frustration 
for visitors or members, and how to respond. For example, there is a kiosk in the 
middle of the West Lobby, which experiences turf wars between the Guides (who 
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are employed by the Education Department and provide guided tours of the 
Museum), and Members Volunteers (who are employed by Membership & 
Visitor Services and provide general information and check Membership cards of 
visitors entering the Museum). Thirdly, there are booths on either side of the 
lobby with stantions, where visitors or members may purchase tickets for special 
exhibitions or programs. By guiding a new member through this experience 
before it happens, the member will know from that moment forward exactly 
where to go each time he visits the Museum. If this isn’t articulated in the 
beginning, it could lead to a sense of isolation and confusion each time the 
member visits. 
Further, I would guide the trainee around other important parts of the 
Museum from a visitor’s perspective, including the bathrooms, water fountains, 
coat check, lockers, public telephone, cash machine, Museum shop, Café, 
Cafeteria, Education section, handicap accessible entrance, etc. If there is a 
special exhibition mounted, this is a perfect time to walk the trainee through the 
process of a visitor or member entering the special exhibition and addressing any 
specific concerns. Special exhibitions provide special opportunities for special 
problems. I walked the caller through the process from the many ways tickets are 
purchased (phone, in person, online), and how the cost is tendered (cash, credit, or 
free if through membership, processing fees for online and phone sales, but not 
for in person purchases at the Museum), and the problems which may arise 
(members being confused about how many tickets they are entitled to, angry if 
they want more, visitors being confused if general admission allows them into 
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certain exhibitions but not others, etc.) In the physical space of the exhibition, 
queues are often long once inside the exhibition, visitors who leave to use the 
bathroom may not return. Strollers, cell phones, pens, markers, and heavy coats 
are not allowed in exhibitions. Knowing the reasons why is important (beyond 
simply “It’s the Museum’s policy,” which is considered a cold and uncaring 
response). For example, coats are not allowed because 1) they provide too much 
bulk in an already restricted space and 2) when coats are removed in a restricted 
space, they cause the heat levels to rise, which is unpleasant for other visitors, 
costly for the control of heat and moisture in the Museum, and potentially 
damaging to the artwork and 3) coats or backpacks provide added bulk to a person 
which can sometimes be backed accidentally into a piece of artwork. In order to 
keep the artwork accessible and not stantioned, it is necessary to take certain 
precautions. These reasons can be delivered in a way which says to the visitor that 
both he and the artwork are considered important by the Museum. Members are 
allowed the chance to preview exhibitions early, another compelling reason to 
purchase a membership, however it must be articulated during that phone 
conversation that Member’s Previews are not necessarily less crowded than 
regular exhibitions, and that tickets must be purchased in advance, lest the date or 
time that a member wants maybe sold out. The whole training process has a lot to 
do with anticipating expectations and experiences of the customer, and 
proactively educating him or her to have a great experience, or appropriately 
responding/assisting if an experience was less than ideal. 
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After the Museum has been toured from a visitor’s perspective, the caller 
is given an hour or so to walk solo throughout the Museum, and asked to meet 
back in the call center. This gives the caller another opportunity to replenish his 
spirit, and enjoy the wonderful Museum or which he is becoming a part. Since he 
has walked through the building while thinking of things from the visitor’s 
perspective, that seed has been planted, and the caller encounters things in a new 
way, in which he thinks about the experience that his visitors will have and what 
he will have an opportunity to discuss on the phone. 
The Special Exhibition section of the Telemarketing Manual is where 
information about the Special Exhibitions would go, for example brochures, tour 
schedules, information about the artist, samples of mailings which members have 
received, etc. All of this information is readily available in the caller’s arsenal, 
should any question arise on the phone. 
The next section of the binder is called “Commissions and Performance”. 
This includes information about the Commissions structure for the caller, based 
on the level of membership or upgrade secured. This summary is very special to 
the caller, because it includes how he is rewarded for his hard work! As a 
manager, I would sometimes offer special incentives on a one night or even one 
hour basis for securing certain donations, to keep the callers alert, engaged and 
inspired. 
I found that providing a section titled, “Miscellaneous”, gave the callers an 
opportunity to create their own section for easily references material, or as a 
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catch-all for information that they didn’t want to place in other sections of the 
manual. 
Veteran callers are also engaged more throughout this intensive training 
process for new callers. They are called upon to mentor and coach during training 
sessions with new callers. I incorporated 10 minute debriefing sessions at the 
beginning of each night, where I would share new Museum programming or 
changes in current programming, new offers, and tips and tricks. I also called 
upon current callers to share what they were hearing on the phones, and any tips, 
tricks or questions they had. These 10 minutes proved to be an amazingly 
transformative addition, as will be seen in the new programs that were brought to 
the department.  Feedback from these sessions was part of the qualitative and 
quantitative feedback used to target and maximize impact of calls. Taking a step 
back and incorporating these improvements is how we: 
OPTIMIZE the Telemarketing call in the Direct Marketing program 
 
An essential component of a well-oiled Telemarketing program is the 
optimization of the call, which can be done in many diverse ways.  
Visual arts organizations traditionally use mailings as a primary 
cultivation tool for donors and members. This is because it is a relatively 
inexpensive way to reach large numbers of members. Performing arts 
organizations more often use the phone call as a primary means of recruitment, 
because their seasons evolve around time sensitive events. (The subscription 
brochure is used as reinforcement). Therefore it is a critical and compelling 
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junction to have members (or subscribers), join for the first show of the season, 
and/or for the entire season. 
There are some key points to arranging the timing of a telemarketing call 
in a solicitation schedule. Spread requests for support over time, so that donors do 
not experience “donor exhaustion,” the feeling of being asked too frequently for 
support, and therefore lowering support or not supporting at all. It is critical that a 
call immediately following a mailing have a softer approach than a “hard ask”. 
Also the caller should be made aware of any recent mailings so he can position 
the call as a courtesy follow-up, rather than a separate ask. I began participating in 
Membership meetings where decisions were made about upcoming solicitation 
schedules, so that I could contribute to the when and where of calls, and also 
understand when mailings were sent, so that I could prepare callers for questions 
they might receive on the phone about those mailings. I procured samples of these 
mailings and shared them with callers, so that when they received a question 
about the mailing, they were prepared to answer it. That provided confidence for 
the caller, and trust in the potential member. If there was a mailing going out to a 
certain appeal code (demographic) of the Museum, we could also modify our call 
to focus on other, untapped appeal codes, resulting in higher response rates. 
Sometimes there were offers being made via mail for a premium such as a 
free mug or poster to encourage members resistant to renewal. In the past, callers 
were befuddled and didn’t know how to respond. We didn’t have those same 
offers to make, so the call would be lost, as the member would rather respond to a 
mailing offering a premium. Now that the callers were knowledgeable of the 
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different mailings and offerings and how to respond, we wanted our own offers, 
or to be able to offer the same premium as the mailing, over the phone. This 
necessitated some advocating on my part (attending Membership meetings, 
working closely with the Data Center Manager, Communications Manager, etc. to 
facilitate offers going out once extended on the phone). This call to action made 
our response rates go up dramatically. It was not used as a primary ask, but as a 
secondary or tertiary ask to members or visitors resistant to the first ask. Having 
the option to offer a premium as incentive to the member to join further 
empowered callers in multiple ways. It connected them to the overarching 
marketing plan of the rest of the Membership Department, making them feel part 
of the bigger picture instead of the formerly isolated Telemarketing Department. 
By using the premium as a secondary or tertiary reinforcement to “the ask”, it 
deepened callers’ ability to persuade on the phone. Callers’ skills were becoming 
more sophisticated and response rates and donation numbers were increasing, 
which resulted in more commissions in their paycheck, and greater demonstrable 
success of Telemarketing as a powerful aspect of the fundraising and 
development of the Museum. 
Prior to this time, caller performance was tracked weekly or monthly, so 
having a much more regimented performance review process, each nights’ calls 
could be iteratively tweaked to call the more successful appeal numbers from the 
results tallied from the night before. 
How did I know the numbers were increasing? Because I personally 
recorded the call results on a nightly basis, and tracked by caller, appeal code, 
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time of day, etc. (See Appendix B). By noting which appeal codes were 
performing best, I could continuously optimize calls, but putting the most 
successful appeal codes to be called first, the callers most successful with 
particular levels of sponsors would focus on those sponsors, etc. This information 
was shared at our new 10 minute meetings, so that callers could get excited about 
the people they were calling – after all, they were calling the sponsors who were 
most likely to give! Previously the Telemarketing department would call lead 
sheets which had been printed over a month in advance and were not optimized to 
the response rates of nightly calls. 
There was originally some reporting on caller performance in place which 
was tracked in Excel spreadsheets. Performance was tracked in areas such as 
Total Leads Called, Resolve Rate (Yes, No, Pledge), Yes Rate, Dollars on Credit 
Card, Average Gift. (See KEY for Telemarketing Statistics Report in Appendix 
B). 
I began to include more fields such as Caller, Day of the Week of Call, 
Time of Call, Duration of Call, and incorporated it into Pivot Tables to 
extrapolate information such as best Appeal Code performance by Caller, Time of 
Day, Day of Week, and then modify accordingly the Appeal Codes which I’d 
assign callers, to optimize performance. I was also able to see how much money 
callers were making per day, hour, or even minute, therefore if a certain caller 
took an extra long time on coming to a resolution on a call, or not securing very 
large gifts, I could coach them individually, or incorporate something into the 
nightly call sessions to share tips and tricks.  
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Eventually the Excel Pivot Tables became increasingly complex, and with 
the number of callers increasing due to the success of the department, the bulk of 
information I manually entered nightly into Excel spreadsheets became too much 
to bear single-handedly. I hired an assistant to supervise callers and hand out call 
sheets based on my call strategies for the night. I worked with the Information 
Services Department to create an Access database and User Interface so we could 
do away with paper lead sheets and the laborious process of entering the 
performance information manually. Nightly caller statistics were then 
automatically loaded into the database in order to track caller performance as well 
as appeal code performance.  
It wasn’t unusual for performance for an individual caller to go from 10% 
Yes rate (securing a credit card) to 40% Yes Rate on certain appeal codes after 
extensive coaching and appropriate targeting of appeal codes. By using this 
qualitative data to target calls, individual performance can be optimized, as well 
as the appeal codes of the campaign, resulting in dramatically increased 
departmental revenue. 
As we will see in the following section, there are many different ways to 
creatively use performance statistics to improve the quality of a Telemarketing 
program, based on the profile and needs of an institution.  
INNOVATE new ways for Telemarketing to benefit the organization 
 
The next key component in designing an effective Telemarketing program 
is innovation. The Museum had previously used Telemarketing only as a 
reinforcement to mailings. These mailings were based on the time of year that a 
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member joined, and were not time sensitive as performance organization’s calls 
tended to be. The Museum, however, actually did bring in many new 
memberships around their biggest event per year – the Special Exhibition. 
Visitors became members via Ticketing, Admissions, or via the web, for reasons 
surrounding the Special Exhibition – for the heightened excitement and 
engagement associated with the Museum, and for the discounts associated with 
the purchase of tickets. Special Exhibitions were held in a separate area within the 
Museum, and only accessible with a ticket, costing around $30. Purchasing a 
membership provided “free” tickets, and made the membership “pay for itself 
after just one visit,” a pretty difficult offer to turn down, even for non-local 
visitors. Whether or not they accepted, every visitor to the Museum was offered 
the opportunity to become a member when purchasing a ticket to a Special 
Exhibition. Whether it was through direct mail, a phone call to the Ticket Center, 
a purchase online, or purchasing tickets in Admissions at the Museum itself, every 
encounter was fused with the invitation to membership. The amazing thing is that 
after their visit to the Museum, after enjoying the Special Exhibition and learning 
about the benefits of membership is when visitors were most likely to join, 
however, there was no follow-up phone call or mail until the next year’s direct 
mail campaign, by which point the Special Exhibition was a faint memory in the 
mind of the visitor. Herein I saw fertile ground for the acquisition telemarketing 
call. 
What I was also hearing through call monitoring, was that when a 
members was engaged in conversation about a Special Exhibition experience 
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prior to “the ask”, that member was more likely to give or renew. By invoking the 
member’s positive experience, it paved the way to ask him to support the 
Museum. I re-scripted the membership renewal script to add this exchange about 
the Special Exhibition to the beginning, which resulted in higher level 
membership renewals, as well as higher gifts. Once again this was a chance for 
the caller to add to his toolbox and develop a more sophisticated approach on the 
phone. I coached callers to ask questions in a way that prompted a positive 
response, and acknowledge and redirect any negative feedback. For example, 
“What did you particularly like about the exhibition,” would lead to a more 
positive response than, “What did you like or not like about the exhibition,” or 
even, “What did you think about the exhibition?” The callers attended a 
“Complaint Handling 101” Seminar, whereby they learned how to sympathize, 
assist if possible, and redirect. This was extremely helpful when asking Special 
Exhibition experience questions, which can sometimes illicit a negative response. 
If the visitor had a bad experience, the caller would empathize, make suggestions 
for how to deal with the issue in the next person’s visit, inform the members that 
he would pass the issue on to his Manager, and then as a thank you for their 
feedback, offer them a discounted membership to the Museum. This technique 
proved to be wildly successful with regular membership renewals (YES rates 
jumped from an average 18% of those called to 40% or higher), that I decided it 
was time to start calling visitors to the Special Exhibitions, in an attempt to 
convert them to members. We were already poised for great success with the very 
popular Dalí exhibition which was well publicized and gaining much regional, 
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national and even international recognition, and now the Telemarketing team was 
an integrated part of the Membership & Visitors Services Department, savvy and 
confident in their calls, knew how to deflect complaints, overcome obstacles, and 
secure a membership donation.  
One important thing realized during this process, was that a training 
program should have room for change built into it. As programs and audiences 
shift, so do the needs of staff that support those programs and people. By 
considering staff feedback as part of the training process, managers will deepen 
caller investment and retention in the program, thereby affecting the bottom line. 
By monitoring donor feedback, call approaches and overarching campaign 
strategies become iterative, changeable, responsive, and ultimately more 
successful. 
Reactions were overwhelmingly positive. The revenue of the department 
almost quadrupled over the two year period when these changes were made, the 
number of staff increased, and general administrative costs actually diminishing 
by bringing lead sheet printing in house. Staff retention was at an all time high 
because expectations were clearly set, stress minimized, tools given to do the job 
effectively, and wins celebrated. Telemarketers received more recognition within 
the Membership and Visitor Service’s Department. For example, the team was 
invited to Membership Holiday Party, and their wins were lauded in 
announcements by the Director of the department. Visitors Services Assistants 
(who typically worked the Ticket Center and front lines), were brought to 
Telemarketing during acquisition campaigns to bolster the bottom line impact 
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through higher volume of calls during a time rich with potential for revenue 
generation. The role of the Telemarketing Manager became more visible within 
the organization, allowing greater influence to affect decisions regarding the team 
and the telemarketing call as part of the Membership Solicitation Schedule. The 
Acquisition call has become a cornerstone of the Telemarketing Department (and 
Membership and Visitor Services Department) revenue, and the training plan is 
still being used to this day. 
Establish a REPEATable process  
 
From a management perspective, caller training is one piece of the overall 
programmatic framework explained here which is repeatable. Optimizing the 
telemarketing call within the direct marketing program is done through repeat use 
of quantitative data, which should ultimately be tracked and cross referenced in as 
many categories as possible. 
Automating processes such a lead sheet printing and appeal code 
assignment takes the administrative burden off of the manager, and releases him 
to strategize and innovate for future success of the department. 
The Telemarketing Manual is the physical manifestation of the 
revolutionized Telemarketing program at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. It 
provides a framework for an easily repeatable process of training new callers, as 
well as a step by step guide for managers. This process is not only repeatable for 
new callers, it is also a process which can be honed and repeated throughout the 
life of a caller with the Museum. Through ongoing training, callers are 
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empowered to achieve their goals, which through proper training and mission 
alignment, are the same goals as the Museum itself. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
Through the practical experience of managing a telemarketing team, I was 
able to document process improvements and chronicle successful techniques 
which are repeatable in other for profit and non-profit tele-fundraising settings.  
The author advises: deep initial and on-going training of telemarketers as well as 
management, providing callers the materials and experiences they need to speak 
authentically, enthusiastically, and accurately about their product, and constant 
reflection and re-visitation in order to improve overall telemarketing strategy. The 
phone call is an integral piece of a successful direct marketing strategy, which 
should be considered early on in the milestone setting of a solicitation program.  
Telemarketing is a highly interactive experience for both caller and recipient, 
therefore if the investment is not made in proper training and morale, the quality 
of calls will suffer as a result. In order to measure the effectiveness of new 
programmatic additions or changes, quantitative and qualitative measurements 
should be used. 
The main changes that were made to the Telemarketing program at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art included intensifying the training process for new 
callers, deepening the training for current callers, and diversifying the 
Telemarketing call within the over fundraising schedule of the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art. These changes resulted in higher response rates across all calls 
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regardless of type (renewal, upgrade, lapsed, acquisition). Caller morale was 
higher, commissions earned greater, and retention was higher. This freed the 
Telemarketing Manager’s time from constantly training new callers due to high 
turnover, to instead focus on more strategic issues that impacted current and 
future Telemarketing revenue. As a result, lead sheet printing was brought in 
house, which provided daily calls more impact because the appeal codes 
called/lead sheets printed could be changed iteratively based on response rates. 
Under the new system, lead sheets could be printed out nightly to capitalize on the 
most successful demographic segments. This resulted in higher dollar amounts 
solicited nightly, monthly and yearly. This not only impacted the amount of 
revenue generated by the Telemarketing Department, but also the amount of 
money earned by callers, which encouraged further caller retention. 
The material results of this thesis include a Telemarketing Training 
Manual, the purpose of which is to educate Telemarketers, and a Telemarketing 
Managers’ Manual, the purpose of which is to provide resources for the leader of 
a Telemarketing team. The bottom line results included 1,200 new members of 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art during the Dalí Acquisition campaign, and over 
$65,000 in unrestricted revenue associated with those memberships. The daily, 
monthly and yearly performance of the department grew, with yearly earnings 
beginning at around $100,000 in 2003, and ending at almost $500,000 per year in 
2006. The Philadelphia Museum of Art met a long-time goal of 60,000 members 
and over 6 million dollars in annual departmental revenue, in no small part to the 
enhanced contributions of the Telemarketing team. 
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What I extrapolated from my experience and study of Telemarketing 
programs is that the key areas of focus for designing a successful program are: 1) 
Hire and empower your callers with savvy and confidence 2) Optimize the 
Telemarketing call within the larger direct marketing schedule 4) Continuously 
look for ways to innovate and add value through your Telemarketing program 
within the context of organizational mission, and 5) Record the steps toward 
success to make it a repeatable process. 
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APPENDIX A: TELEMARKETING TRAINING MANUAL 
 
 
 
TELEMARKETING TRAINING MANUAL FOR THE PHILADELPHIA 
MUSEUM OF ART 
 
 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
• Introduction (Welcome, Mission, Purpose, Who, What, When, Where, 
Why) 
• Policies and Procedures (Setting Expectations) 
• General Information (About the Job, and/or About the Product) 
• Scripts (How to call) 
• Special Exhibition (Product information) 
• Commissions (Incentives and other goals) and Performance (Reviews, 
etc.) 
• Miscellaneous 
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INTRODUCTION 
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Telemarketing Department 
 
WELCOME! 
Welcome to the Philadelphia Museum of Art! You are joining a team of 
more than 400 full- and part-time employees who support the goals and mission 
of one of the greatest museums in the world. 
 
The Philadelphia Museum of Art—in partnership with the city, the 
region, and art museums around the globe—seeks to preserve, 
enhance, interpret, and extend the reach of its great collections in 
particular, and the visual arts in general, to an increasing and 
increasingly diverse audience as a source of delight, illumination, 
and lifelong learning. 
 
To help us fulfill this mission, we encourage you to visit the Museum, 
participate in a tour, sit-in on an art history course, and to read the Museum 
Handbook of the Collections. We also as that you read the attached materials 
which detail specific policies relating to the Telemarketing Department.  
The Philadelphia Museum of Art is a wonderful place to work and to 
learn!  We hope you enjoy your Museum experience 
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WHO WE ARE 
The Telemarketing Department is part of the Membership & Visitor 
Service Department, which raises more than $3 million in membership and gift 
revenue for the Museum. We also serve as ambassadors for the Museum – 
providing and maintaining a professional and honest dialogue with the more than 
50,000 members we contact each year. 
WHEN WE WORK 
The program’s calling hours are 
Monday through Thursday 2:00 to 5:00pm (last call at 4:50pm) 
   6:00 to 9:00pm (last call at 8:50pm) 
Sundays   1:00 – 6:00pm (last call at 5:50pm) 
You are requested to work at least 3 shifts per week, including two 
Sundays per month. You are required to work 2.5 shifts per week, each month. 
Pay begins at $8.00/hr. In addition, there is an extensive bonus structure 
that rewards successful calling. Pay is bi-weekly. 
There is a paid three-day training session. 
WHO WE CALL 
The prospects we call are Museum members and past ticket-buyers. 
Ticket-buyers are those who have purchased tickets to special exhibitions, but are 
not yet members. Members fall into three categories. 
• Renewals – those whose membership will be expiring within 3 months 
• Lapsed – those whose membership has been expired for at least 3 months 
• Upgrades – those members who are asked, mid-membership, for an 
additional gift. This additional gift may upgrade them to the next 
membership category. 
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• Acquisitions – Visitors to the Museum who are asked to become member        
(usually at a discount or special offer). 
 
WHY WE CALL 
The money raised through the Telemarketing Department is considered 
unrestricted support. IN other words, the Museum may spend this money as it 
sees fit – it is not restricted for a particular purpose. Generally speaking, this 
revenue is used to support the general operations of the Museum, including 
paying salaries, buying light bulbs, and providing a welcome and safe building for 
our members and visitors. 
 
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Telemarketing Training Agenda 
FIRST DAY 
1. Greeting and Introductions to Staff 
2. Paperwork – W4, I9, Confidential Information 
3. Outline of Training Agenda – [goals of training: “goal-oriented 
conversationalism” & basics of Museum, membership, & specific job 
details] 
4. Orientation 
a. Museum Information 
b. Brief Background of Telemarketing (and Membership/Visitor 
Services) 
c. Your role in Museum – frontline representatives, generators of 
large amounts of unrestricted income 
d. Your role in Telemarketing – “the talent” 
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5. Policies & Procedures (sign HR and TIM0 
6. History of the Philadelphia Museum of Art video 
7. Membership Power Point 
a. The Importance of Members 
b. Membership Levels and Benefits 
c. Sample Questions 
8. Treasures: The Arts in Latin America and Permanent Collection 
a. Crowds, keeping it positive, etc. 
b. Communications materials 
c. Add’l background materials in binder 
9. Other Special Exhibition 
a. Ticketed vd. Non-ticketed 
b. Member Previews 
c. Treasures: The Arts in Latin America 
10.  Script Analysis 
a. Intro [purpose/goal] 
b. Thank-You [purpose/goal] – Interaction 
c. Importance of Membership [purpose/goal] 
d. Upcoming Events – Interaction [purpose/goal] 
e. Direct Ask for $$ [purpose/goal] 
f. Negotiation/Second & Third Ask for $$ [purpose/goal] 
g. Credit Care Ask/Assumptive Ask [purpose/goal] 
h. Credit Card Rebuttal [purpose/goal] 
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i. Wrap-Up/Thank-You [purpose/goal] 
j. Delivery issues: tone (warm vs. cold; inflection vs. monotone), 
speed/pace, volume 
11.  Demo reading of Script by Trainer 
12.  First reading of Script by trainees 
13.  Role Plays (if time permits) 
SECOND DAY 
14.  Demanding Customer Video 
15.  Appeal codes, Special Exhibition Ticket Codes and Pricing (if applicable)  
16.  Clerical details (bonuses, lead sheets, tally sheets, etc.) 
17.  Role play 
18.  Trainees monitor while the trainer makes actual calls 
19.  One role play for trainee 
20.  Trainee makes a live, resolved call 
THIRD DAY 
21.  Monitor current callers 
22.  Role play for trainees 
23.  Trainee calls while trainer monitors 
24.  Trainee calls on own/without monitoring 
25.  Trainee checks back to monitor 
26.  Trainer debriefs trainee, discuss calls heard  
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POLICIES & PROCEDURES 
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Telemarketing Department 
 
 
 
The following policies apply to all Telemarketing Callers. 
1. Presentation: 
As a Telemarketing Representative, you are expected to represent the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art in a professional manner at all times. You are 
required to handle each phone call with courtesy, stewardship, integrity, 
and sensitivity. 
2. Training 
You must successfully complete our comprehensive training program before 
being put on the schedule. Training will be paid at the normal hourly wage. 
3. Scheduling: 
a. Shifts 
All callers are requested to work a minimum of 3 shifts per week, 
but are required to work a minimum of 2.5 shifts per week (per 
month), including two Sundays per month. Calling shifts are 
Monday through Thursday 2:00 – 5:00pm and 6:00 – 9:00pm and 
Sunday 1:00pm to 6:00pm. You are expected to arrive promptly 
for your shift, and begin calling AT your shift start time. 
b. Attendance 
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You have some flexibility in scheduling. Howevern you must 
submit a schedule every two weeks, so that your expected 
attendance is known to the supervisor in advance (regardless of the 
number of shifts you plan to work). If you are unable to attend a 
scheduled shift, you MUST notify the superviso as soon as 
possible, but no less than 2 hours before the start of the session; 
failure to notify the supervisor if you cannot make a scheduled 
shift will be deemed a “no-show”, and will result in disciplinary 
action up to and including termination. The supervisor can be 
reached directly at (215) 684-7235 (the supervisor can also be 
reached by calling the main Museum number –the Museum 
Operator can transfer you to the supervisor; the main Museum 
number can easily be accessed by calling “information”, 411. 
Please not that the practice of “calling-out” is unprofessional, and 
frequent cancellations will not be tolerated. Also, if you are unable 
to attend your scheduled shift, you will be required to schedule a 
make-up shift in order to maintain a schedule of 2.5 shifts per 
week. Excessive tardiness will also not be accepted. 
c. Breaks 
There are two 10 minute break sessions scheduled for weekday 
2:00pm – 5:00pm (3:00 and 4:00pm) and weeknight 6:00pm – 
9:00pm (7:00 pm and 8:00pm breaks). Sunday breaks last 15 
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minutes, and take place at 2:15pm, 3:30pm, and 4:45pm. Please 
note that repeated abuse of the break schedule will not be tolerated. 
4. Time Card and Paychecks: 
a. Time Card 
The supervisor will be responsible for recording your hours and 
bonuses. Callers are encouraged to keep track of their own hours 
and are welcome to compare that record with the official time card 
at the end of each pay period. 
b. Paychecks 
Paychecks will be available after 4:00pm every other Thursday. 
Paychecks can either by handed to employees when they come in 
for their Thursday shift, or mailed. Any paycheck discrepancies 
should be brought to the attention of the supervisor. 
5. Lead sheets: 
Lead sheets are distributed by the supervisor and should be called in the 
order that they are presented to you. You are permitted to keep a 
maximum of 10 call-backs. Please remember that all lead sheets and the 
information contained thereon are the property of the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art and that all information is confidential and intended only 
for official Museum use. The use of prospect information (phone number, 
address, giving history, credit card information, etc.) for any use other 
than Museum business is strictly forbidden. 
6. Integrity: 
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As solicitors, it is most important to remember that recording incorrect 
result codes for pledges and refusals will not be tolerated. Falsification of 
pledges will result in disciplinary action. 
7. Office Etiquette: 
a. Workspace 
The supervisor is responsible for assigning all workspace. All 
workspace is assigned on a temporary basis and may be used by 
more than one caller. Please be considerate of your colleagues by 
returning all personal and work related materials to appropriate 
folders and drawers at the end of each shift. Please do not disturb 
another caller’s property for any reason. 
b. Food/Drink 
Food or drink is not permitted during calling sessions. We ask that 
you use the break room for these activities.  
c. Personal Phone Calls 
Personal calls are not permitted during call sessions. Personal calls 
are permitted during breaks with the permission of the supervisor. 
d. Conduct 
Staff conduct should always be positive and professional toward 
co-workers, supervisors, and Museum members. Staff conduct 
should not be disruptive to the department. Accordingly, talking 
amongst co-workers should be kept to a minimum during calling 
hours. 
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8. Performance Evaluations 
The supervisor will conduct periodic Caller Appraisals which…  
9. Dress Code: You may dress casually for call sessions. Clothing is not 
permitted which is seen as offensive or distracting to other callers and is 
up to the discretion of the Telemarketing Manager. 
10.  Resignation: We ask that you give the Museum a courtesy of a two week 
notice upon resignation. 
And always remember: 
• We are a team, working towards a common goal. We should be courteous 
to, and supportive of, our co-workers. Maintain a positive attitude toward 
your co-workers and supervisors. 
• Maintain a positive attitude and treat every member with respect. 
• Feel free to address concerns to the supervisor, in private. 
• Don’t be afraid to ask questions. If you’re not sure of an answer, ask the 
supervisor. 
• Your suggestions are always welcome. If you have an idea of how to 
improve the program, let the supervisor know! 
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Please complete and return to the supervisor. 
I, ____________________________________, have read an understand the 
policies states above in the Philadelphia Museum of Art Telemarketing Personnel 
Policies and Procedures, as well as in the Museum’s general employee guidelines. 
 
_______________________                                   ____________________ 
Signature       Date 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
THE MEMBERS FILM CLUB: 10th ANNIVERSARY 
FALL 2007 SERIES 
 
 
The Membership Department is pleased to announce the Tenth 
Anniversary of The Members Film Club with the Fall 2007 Series. Please join us 
in the Van Pelt Auditorium each Saturday at 1:00pm for a pre-movie talk by the 
Museum’s resident film lecturer, Michael McGonigle and then enjoy the film at 
2:30pm. Tickets are required. To become a Museum member and make 
reservations, please call the PMA Ticket Center at (215) 235-SHOW. Walk-ins 
are admitted by availability that day. 
 
Kind Hearts And Coronets: September 15 
Director: Robert Hamer (1949) 106 min. Not Rated – But Suitable 
for General Audiences 
Starring: Dennis Price, Valerie Hibson, Joan Greenwood & Alex 
Guinness 
Louis Manzini is ninth in line to inherit a Dukedom. The only 
problem is tht eight other members of the snobbish D’Ascoyne 
family ahead of him. Louis determines to murder all of the 
intervening eight to claim the title he feels is rightfully his with all 
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of the victims played by Alex Guinness. The is English humor at 
its blackest and most hilarious. 
 
LECTURE: WHAT’S FUNNY ABOUT THAT? BRITISH FILM COMEDY 101 
The Marriage of Maria Braun: October 20 
Director: Rainer Werner Fassbinder (1979) 10 mins. Rated – R 
In German with English Subtitles 
Starring: Hanna Schygulla, Klaus Lowitsch, Gisela Uhlen, 
Gottfried John, Ivan Desny 
German soldier Herman Braun marries Maria (Janna Schygulla) as 
bombs fall and bullets fly near the end of WWII. But Herman goes 
missing as the war ends and Maria is left to care for herself in an 
economically depressed Germany. We follow Maria Braun as she 
tries to re-build her life and take part in the German Miracle as the 
county rebounds after the devastation of war. This is one of 
Fassbinder’s most though provoking and accessible films. 
 
LECTURE: FROM THE ASHES OF WAR: THE NEW GERMAN CINEMA 
License to Kill: November 17 
Director: John Glen (1989( 133 mins. Rated – PG-13 for violence 
and drug content 
Starring: Timothy Dalton, Cary Lowell, Robert Davi, Talisa Soto, 
Benecio Del Toro, Wayne Newton. 
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James Bond (Timothy Dalton) goes in a mission of revenge when 
his CIA friends Felix Leiter is mutilated by a ruthless South 
American drug baron. But, this vendetta could easily compromise 
Her Majesties government so M relieves Bond of his license to 
kill, but nothing can stop an angry James Bond. This is one of the 
best films in the long running series, yet one of the least seen. 
 
LECTURE: MIXING BRAINS AND BRAWN: THE STUNT TEAM, DOING IT 
FOR REAL 
 
Quiz Show: December 15 
Director: Robert Redford (1994) 133 mins. Rated – PG-13 
Starring: John Turturro, Ralph Fiennes, Rob Morrow, Paul 
Scofield, Hank Azaria, David Paymer 
Twenty-One was once the most popular game show on television. 
People tuned in each week to cheer for their favorite players as 
they struggled to answer very difficult questions. But, unknown to 
many viewers, some players were being given the answers ahead 
of time, in fact, the whole television industry was rife with 
cheating and corruption. This film tells the story of one show and 
how the revelations of chicanery caused a huge congressional 
intervention. 
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Breastfeeding Policy 
The Museum, by law, may not restrict a woman from feeding her child in 
a public space.  If the woman is so inclined, we may offer her the availability of 
privacy in such areas as the rest room on A level across from the Restaurant.  
When this is offered it should be in such a way that allows her to feel free to 
continue feeding her baby in the public space but if she would prefer a private 
spot, this rest room does have a couch for her comfort. 
If other visitors approach a staff member to voice their discomfort with 
another visitor breastfeeding in a public space, the staff member should take the 
position that she has every right to continue by law, in the state of Pennsylvania. 
Possible verbage: “I appreciate your comments and apologize for any 
discomfort this may cause but by law, in Pennsylvania, we may not restrict her 
from feeding her child in public.”   
 
Membership Price Increase 
The membership rates for one-year and two-year memberships will be 
increasing as of September 1st for new members and December 1st for current 
members. The new prices will be: 
• Student:  stays at $35 
• Individual:  from $55 to $60 
• Dual:  from $85 to $95 
• Household:  from $90 to $100 
• Contributor:  eliminating this category 
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• Family Plus:  from $135 to $150 
• Supporter:  from $160 to $175 
• Sustainer:  from $275 to $300 
• Sponsor:  from $550 to $600 
 
Telephone language: 
Membership prices will be increasing in the fall. So now is a great time to 
renew your membership at the current lower rates. Can we count on you to renew 
at the ____ level with a gift of _____ tonight? 
If you are thinking of renewing, I strongly recommend joining today. 
Membership rates will be increasing in the fall, which makes now an excellent 
time to join at our current lower rates. Can we count on you to renew at the ____ 
level with a gift of _____ tonight? 
 
Why are we increasing? 
We are increasing in order to meet the needs of our loyal supporters and 
offer new benefits and services. We still remain one of the most affordable 
institutions not just in the Philadelphia area, but also among major institutions 
throughout the nation.  
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Reciprocal Museums 
Museums City State 
Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art 
Los Angeles California 
Denver Art Museum Denver Colorado 
Wadsworth Atheneum Hartford Connecticut 
Delaware Museum of Art Wilmington Delaware 
Norton Museum of Art West Palm Beach Florida 
High Museum of Art Atlanta Georgia 
Honolulu Academy of Arts Honolulu Hawaii 
The Art Institute Of Chicago Chicago Illinois 
Indianapolis Museum of Art Indianapolis Indiana 
New Orleans Museum of Art New Orleans Louisiana 
Portland Museum of Art Portland Maine 
The Walters Art Museum Baltimore Maryland 
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum Boston Massachusetts 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston Massachusetts 
The Detroit Institute of Arts Detroit Michigan 
The Minneapolis Institute of Arts Minneapolis Minnesota 
Walker Art Center Minneapolis Minnesota 
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of 
Art 
Kansas City Missouri 
The Saint Louis Art Museum Saint Louis Missouri 
The Newark Museum  Newark New Jersey 
Georgia O'Keeffe Museum Santa Fe New Mexico 
Albright-Knox Art Gallery Buffalo New York 
Cooper-Hewitt, National Design 
Museum 
New York New York 
Dahesh Museum of Art New York New York 
National Academy Museum and 
School of Fine Arts 
New York New York 
The Frick Collection New York New York 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art New York New York 
The Morgan Library New York New York 
The North Carolina Museum of 
Art 
Raleigh North Carolina 
Taft Museum of Art Cincinnati Ohio 
The Cleveland Museum of Art Cleveland Ohio 
The Toledo Museum of Art Toledo Ohio 
Frick Art and Historical Center Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 
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The Carnegie Museum of Art Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 
RISD Museum of Art Providence Rhode Island 
Frist Center for the Visual Arts Nashville Tennessee 
Dallas Museum of Art Dallas Texas 
The Museum of Fine Arts Houston Texas 
Chrysler Museum of Art Norfolk Virginia 
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Richmond Virginia 
Seattle Art Museum Seattle Washington 
Smithsonian American Art 
Museum and its Renwick Gallery 
DC Washington, DC DC 
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SCRIPTS 
 
 
 
 
DALÍ	  EARLY	  RENEWAL	  SCRIPT	  
   
INTRODUCTION:   
“Good evening.  May I speak with (donor’s full name)    ?”   
 
“Hi, Mr\s.                         ! -- My name is (your full 
name), and I’m calling from the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art.  I’d like to just take a moment to talk with you about 
the Museum.” 
 
THANK YOU:   
1.  “First, I would like to thank you for:” 
 
2.  [people who have been members for multiple years] 
=  
 
“…your years of generous membership support.” 
 
-- OR -- 
 
2.  [new/first-time members] =  
 
“…joining as a new member last year.” 
 
 
ALWAYS USE 
FIRST AND LAST 
NAMES  
AS ALWAYS, 
USE A WARM 
TONE.  BE SURE 
TO PRAISE THE 
MEMBERS FOR 
THEIR SUPPORT 
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MUSEUM HIGHLIGHTS & UPCOMING EVENTS: 
“We’re continuing our tradition of excellence this year 
with a line-up of great exhibitions.” 
 
“Opening February 16th and showing through May 15th 
will be Salvador Dali. We are the only location in the 
United States to showcase this major exhibition, to which 
members receive free tickets. 
 
…and… 
 
…. and currently showing is African Art, African Voices. 
------------------------------------------------
---- 
[If not interested in Dalí or African Art, African Voices:] 
“Well, I’m sure you enjoy the permanent collection.” 
------------------------------------------------
---- 
 
“Have you visited the Museum on a Friday evening yet?  
Friday Evenings feature a jazz cabaret with live music and 
fine food and beverages.  And don’t forget our other 
popular programs including family programs, members-
only trips, and art history courses!” 
 
FOR DIRECT ASK, NEGOTIATION, AND LAST ASK, 
REFER TO YOUR EARLY RENEWAL MAILING HAND-OUT 
 
END  CALL-­‐-­‐NO  PLEDGE:  
“Well, I understand.  Thanks so much for your previous 
membership support!  I hope you have the opportunity to 
visit the Museum again soon!  Have a good night.” 
 
CLOSE: 
“Great!  I’m so glad you will be renewing at the                           
level.”   
 
MAKE SURE TO 
REMAIN 
POSITIVE AND 
UPBEAT, EVEN 
THOUGH THEY 
ARE NOT 
UPGRADING; 
THEY ARE STILL 
MEMBERS 
INTERACTION IS 
A HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE 
FUNDRAISING 
TOOL 
SPEAK WITH 
ENTHUSIASM 
AND PRIDE 
WHEN TALKING 
ABOUT THE 
MUSEUM’S 
EXHIBITIONS, 
COLLECTIONS 
AND 
PROGRAMS 
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“Now which will that be: VISA, MasterCard, or American 
Express?”   
 
------------------------------------------------
---- 
[If YES to credit card:] 
“OK – all I need is your credit card number and 
expiration date  [donor provides credit card info]  
OK – let me read that back to you…      
Lastly, let me verify your address…  
Thank you very much Mr\s._____________ for your renewal 
gift of $______.  You will be receiving your receipt and 
new membership cards in about 7 to 10 business days.”   
 
“Thanks again for your support and have a great 
night!” 
------------------------------------------------
---- 
[If NO to credit card:] 
“Using your credit card will allow us to process your 
membership right away, and it’s more cost effective for 
the Museum to process a credit card donation.  So, can 
you renew your membership by using your credit card?” 
[If YES → above] 
[If still NO to credit card → below] 
------------------------------------------------
---- 
“No problem, what I’ll do is send you a pledge form in the 
mail right away.  Let me just verify your address…      
----------------------- 
THE 
‘ASSUMPTIVE 
ASK’ IS A 
HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE 
FUNDRAISING 
TOOL  
PROVIDING A 
REASON AND 
ASKING A 
SECOND TIME 
CAN MAKE A 
MEMBER 
CHANGE THEIR 
MIND ABOUT 
USING A CREDIT 
CARD  
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We ask that you send your pledge back within a week, so 
by _____________. 
[Wait for response.  If no response: Can you have your 
pledge back by then?] 
 
[If NO] That’s OK.  Could you have it back in two weeks, 
so by _________? 
[If NO again: change specified pledge to an unspecified 
Will Consider.  “…okay.  I’ll just send out the pledge form 
- and once we receive your check, we’ll process…”]  
------------------------------------------------
---- 
 
[YES/Wrap-Up] Great!  So I’ll note that you’ve pledged to 
send $______ by _______.  Once we receive your check, 
we’ll process your new membership cards and send them 
right out to you.   
 
Once again, thank you for your continued support.  Have 
a great night!” 
 
 
 
 
 
REMEMBER TO THANK ABUNDANTLY! 
Whether a member renews or not, we 
hope to leave them with a positive 
feeling about the Museum!  Our 
members are very important to us!! 
CONFIRMATION 
IS A HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE 
FUNDRAISING 
TOOL 
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UPGRADE	  SCRIPT	  
   
INTRODUCTION:   
“Good  afternoon/evening.  May I speak with       (donor’s 
full name)     ?”   
 
“Hi, Mr\s.                         ! -- My name is (your full 
name), and I’m calling from the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art.   
THANK YOU:  
“First, I would like to thank you for your support of the 
Museum through your current membership, which is 
good through ____________.”  
 
MUSEUM HIGHLIGHTS & BUILDING RAPPORT:  
If  Ticketed  Exhibition  is  running  during  membership  cycle……  
“On view now is the exhibition (insert exhibition name 
and brief description of art works.)  Eg The show includes 
xx works of art etc. Members are entitled to free tickets. 
 Or… 
“Have you ever visited the Museum on Friday nights for 
our jazz cabaret?” 
     or 
“Have you had a chance to experience our Saturday 
afternoon Film Club?”  
 
DIRECT ASK:   
“As the Museum continues to grow, we are turning to our 
members for increased support.  We have a special offer 
tonight. For an additional tax-deductible donation of 
$______, we will elevate you to the __________ level for the 
remainder of your current membership year.  The 
ALWAYS USE 
FIRST AND LAST 
NAMES  
THE 
‘ASSUMPTIVE 
ASK’ IS A 
HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE 
FUNDRAISING 
TOOL  
AS ALWAYS, 
USE A WARM 
TONE. BE SURE 
TO PRAISE THE 
MEMBERS FOR 
THEIR SUPPORT 
SPEAK WITH 
ENTHUSIASM 
AND PRIDE 
WHEN TALKING 
ABOUT THE 
MUSEUM’S 
COLLECTIONS 
AND 
PROGRAMS 
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________ level includes all the benefits you currently 
enjoy, plus:   
[Present the additional benefits to the member] 
 
“Can  we  count  on  you  tonight  for  an  additional  donation  of  $________,  (which  will  
bring  you  up  to  the  ___________  level)?”  
 
[If member says YES, move to → CLOSE] 
 
[If member says NO, move to → NEGOTIATION] 
 
NEGOTIATION: 
“I understand completely, however we rely on our 
members like you for support.  With your gift today I can 
offer you a (check for Special Promotions) as our way of 
saying thanks for your support. 
 
“So, with that in mind, can you give an additional gift 
of $ _______, which will bring you up to the 
___________level for the remainder of your 
membership? “(The ___________ level includes these 
great benefits: 
• [see the “Join Us” brochure for the various 
benefits] 
• [present the benefits to the member] )” 
 
[If member says YES, move to → CLOSE] 
 
[If member says NO, move to → LAST ASK] 
LAST  ASK  (dropping  down  a  level)  
We do have a level that may be more comfortable for 
you. “Can you add just $_______ to your last gift? 
(“which will bring you up to the level of ________ for the 
remainder of your current membership year, which 
includes all the benefits you currently enjoy, plus…..” 
 
[If member says YES, move to → CLOSE] 
MAKE SURE TO 
REMAIN 
POSITIVE AND 
UPBEAT, EVEN 
THOUGH THEY 
ARE NOT 
UPGRADING;  
THEY ARE STILL 
VISITORS/SUPP
ORTERS OF THE 
MUSEUM 
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[If member says NO, move to → END CALL ] 
 
END  CALL:  
“I understand.  Thanks so much for your time.  I hope you 
have the opportunity to visit the Museum again soon!  
Have a good night.” 
 
CLOSE: 
“Great!  I’m so glad you will be upgrading to the                           
level.”   
 
“Now which will that be: VISA, MasterCard, or American 
Express?”   
------------------------------------------------
---- 
[If YES to credit card:] 
“OK – all I need is your credit card number and 
expiration date  [donor provides credit card info]  
OK – let me read that back to you…      
Lastly, let me verify your address…  
Thank you very much Mr\s._____________ for your 
membership gift of $______.  You will be receiving your 
receipt (and new membership cards) in about 10 days.”   
 
“Thanks again for your support and have a great 
night!” 
------------------------------------------------
---- 
[If NO to credit card:] 
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“Using your credit card is more cost effective for the 
Museum. So, can you put your pledge on a credit card for 
us tonight?” 
[If YES → above] 
[If still NO to credit card → below]  
------------------------------------------------
---- 
“No problem, what I’ll do is send you a pledge form in the 
mail right away. Let me just verify your address…. 
We ask that you send your pledge back within a week, so 
by_______.  Once we receive your check, we’ll send your 
new membership cards.” 
Once again, thank you for your support. We hope you 
enjoy your membership! Have a great night!” 
 
“Once again, thank you for your on-going support. Have 
a great night!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROVIDING A 
REASON AND 
ASKING A 
SECOND TIME 
CAN MAKE A 
DONOR 
CHANGE THEIR 
MIND ABOUT 
USING A CREDIT 
CARD  
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RENEWAL	  VOICEMAIL	  MESSAGE	  
   
   
 
“Hi, my name is _______________, calling from the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art. We are calling to thank you 
for your support of the Museum, and to remind you to 
renew your membership, which expired 
__________________. 
 
If you have a mail notice, please send in your renewal, or 
if you do not have a mailer, or if you have any questions, 
please call the Membership Department, at (215) 684-
7840. 
 
Thank you for your support of the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art.” 
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SPECIAL EXHIBITION 
 
 
Dalí and Child-Appropriateness Message 
Some images in the exhibition contain adult subject matter and disturbing 
imagery, but many do not.  We recommend that each parent make his or her own 
decision.  If you would like to look at an exhibition catalogue to get a sense of the 
pictures, there is one available at the information desk within the Museum.  Or, 
you might look at the exhibition website at www.philamuseum.org to see some of 
the images from the exhibition and form your own opinion. 
 
Dalí Poster and Notecards for Renewing at Higher Levels 
Here are the specific items that will be offered to members when they present the 
appropriate coupon: 
• Dalí Poster coupon - the available poster is Soft Construction with 
Boiled Beans 
• Dalí Poster and Notecards coupon - poster as above, with Surrealism 
Notecard Set 
 
All of these items should be available in all three stores (Museum Store, Dalí 
Exhibition Shop, and Dalí Balcony Boutique). 
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COMMISSIONS 
 
 
 
Caller Bonuses 
Renewals 
• $2 –Renewed at same level and $ amount as last year. 
• $3 –Renewed at same level but increased $ amount by $10 or more. 
• $5 –Renewed at next higher level 
• $8 –Renewed two levels higher 
• $10 –Renewed three levels higher 
• $12–Renewed four levels higher 
• $14-Renewed five levels higher 
• $16-Renewed six levels higher 
• $18-Renewed seven levels higher 
Lapsed 
• $3–Renewed at same level and amount as last gift. 
• $4 –Renewed at same level but increased $ amount by $10 or more. 
• $6 –Renewed at next higher level 
• $10 –Renewed two levels higher 
• $12 –Renewed three levels higher 
• $14–Renewed four levels higher 
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• $16-Renewed five levels higher 
• $18-Renewed six levels higher 
• $20-Renewed seven levels higher 
Upgrades 
• $2 –New Contributor 
• $4 –New Supporter 
• $6 –New Sustainer 
• $8 –New Sponsor 
• $10 –New Patron 
• $15 –New Associate 
Acquisitions 
• Individual, Dual and Household - $4 
• Family Plus - $6 
• Supporter, Sustainer and Sponsor - $10 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
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APPENDIX B: MANAGMENT MANUAL 
 
 
TELEMARKETING MANAGER JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
 
Department: Membership and Visitor Services 
Title: Telemarketing Manager 
Reports To: Director of Membership 
Basic Functions:   
Directly manage the Museum’s in-house telemarketing efforts 
(which strive to generate revenue from, promote Museum activities 
to, and deliver great customer service to thousands of Museum 
members).  Achieve targeted revenue goals for Membership by 
supervising outbound call center with 10-15 part-time 
telemarketers.  Manage the Renewal, Upgrade, Lapsed, and 
Acquisition in-house telemarketing campaigns of Membership.  
Produce a high-quality telemarketing product for the Museum.  
 
Staff Supervision: 
• Basic staff supervision of 10-15 part-time employees, including 
scheduling and timecard tracking. 
• Establish and lead the department’s efforts toward revenue goals 
and customer service standards.   
• Motivate staff. 
• Coach staff; develop staff’s skills and utilization thereof.  
• Set and monitor staff performance goals. 
• Inform staff of Museum exhibitions, events, and policies in order 
for staff to relay accurate and timely information to Museum 
members. 
• Team-build with staff; ensure positive department morale. 
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• Problem solve for staff. 
• Hire and train new staff. 
 
System Management: 
• Capable of various necessary Database (Raiser’s Edge) functions 
(run queries, export customer and caller data, report to upper 
management). 
• Manage telemarketing segment of Membership’s respective 
solicitation schedules. 
• Generate various numerical performance reports for the 
department, staff, and management. 
 
Representative: 
• Lead department’s customer service efforts with clients, ensuring 
all aspects of great service. 
• Maintain clear and consistent communication with clients 
(Membership). 
• Represent the department at various meetings.   
 
Administrative: 
• Print lead sheets. 
• Manage department’s overall clerical functions, including 
inventory management, filing systems, budget, and payroll 
coordination. 
 
Schedule and Skills Required: 
• Monday through Thursday (2-5pm and 1-9pm), Sunday (10am-
6pm), and other call shifts depending on campaign needs. 
• Knowledge of development, membership, fundraising, 
telemarketing, sales. 
• Excellent communication skills. 
• Ability to motivate a staff of telemarketers. 
• Ability to train and coach a staff of telemarketers. 
• Managerial experience. 
• Experience using Word, Excel, Access, and Raiser’s Edge. 
• Bachelor’s degree 
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HOW TO DE-DUPE IN EXCEL 
 
 
 
1. Create a row next to the data you want to de-up (For example, if you have 
costumer #'s in Column D, insert blank Column C) 
2. Use this formula in the top cell:  =COUNTIF(D:D,D2) 
3. Drag this down to all the other cells (For example, Cell C3 would read 
=COUNTIF(D:D,D3) and so forth) 
4. Sort -> Data -> Ascending 
5. All your dups will totally awesomely float to the top 
 
P.S. There is also another way you can do this using a similar method 
1. First sort your data, insert row, then use =IF(D2=D3, "dup";" ") 
2. Set Logical Test C2=C3 
3. Value_if_true is "dup" 
4. Value_if_false is " " 
5. Then apply to cells, and voila! 
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HOW TO CLEAN ACQUISITION FILES 
 
 
 
 
• After each step, recheck multiple records before you save! 
• Remove future dates (ticket buyers who have not yet seen exhibition) 
• Sort by each column (don’t highlight column – you want to sort the entire 
sheet!) Check top and bottom of each column, and delete any dirty data. 
• Sort by zip, Remove outside of following zip codes: 
o 080-086 
o 175&176 
o 180&181 
o 189-198 
• If you need to delimit to get zips, don’t forget to Format cells-> special -> 
zip 
• Sort by category -> remove student, special ex, child, youth, group sales, 
etc. 
• Edit -> Find -> memar, gtr, gs, ex, mem, sol, dlm, sg, dm, etc. Delete these 
records 
• To remove dups, refer to HOW TO REMOVE DUPS 
• Sort by category, then date for appeal codes 
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HOW TO PRINT LEAD SHEETS IN ACCESS 
 
 
 
• Reports->rlead sheet->Design View 
o Change special exhibition name and date if applicable 
• Forms->flead_sheet_content 
o Change message for upgrade or renewal (lapsed) 
• Tables 
o Rename last file run before importing new file 
o Right click anywhere ->Import 
o (Yes to header row/No primary key) 
o TM_Lead sheets 
• Reports-> rlead sheets (Double click) 
• Databases -> TM -> Database -> Tables -> Right click on lead sheets-
>export->save to desktop (save as type Access) 
• Desktop->Databases->Databases->lead sheet analysis (save) ->OK 
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 
 
 
• Total personnel Cost= salary = bonus 
• Salary=Total hours x hourly rate 
• Net Revenue=CC$ - Total Personnel Cost 
• $/hr=CC$/total hours 
• Cost/$ raised=total personnel cost/CC$ 
• Return/$ invested=CC$/total personnel cost 
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KEY FOR TELEMARKETING STATISTICS REPORT 
 
 
 
 
• Column A.   “# Yes” = # of pledges & credit cards 
 
• Column B.   “Yes Rate” = ‘# Yes’ divided by ‘Total Resolves’ (A/N) 
 
• Column C.   “Total Yes $” = total dollars pledged & obtained on credit card 
 
• Column D.   “Avg. Yes $” = ‘Total Yes $’ divided by ‘# Yes’ (C/A) 
 
• Column E.   “# CC” = # of gifts on credit card 
 
• Column F.   “CC Yes Rate” = ‘# CC’ divided by ‘# Yes’ (E/A) 
 
• Column G.   “Total CC $” = total dollars obtained on credit card 
 
• Column H.    “% Total Yes $ on CC” = total dollars obtained on credit card 
divided  
                                                by dollars on credit card plus 
pledged dollars (G/C) 
 
• Column I.    “Total Last Gift $” = total dollars given for previous renewal; amount received 
by  
   Museum which renewed the membership at current 
level 
 
• Column J.   “Current v. Last Gift” = Note that this category reports different stats based on  
solicitation type.  Renewals & Lapsed:  
‘Total Yes $’  
subtracted by ‘Total Last Gift $’, then 
divided by ‘Total Last Gift $’; compares 
current renewal pledge to last renewal gift 
((C-I)/I).  Upgrades:  ‘Total Yes $’ plus 
‘Total Last Gift $’, then divided by ‘Total 
Last Gift $’; gives amount pledged over and 
above their last renewal ((C+I)/I). 
 
• Column K.   “# No” = number who expressly refuse to give money to the current solicitation  
 
• Column L.   “# WC” = “Will Consider”: number who express interest in giving money for the  
current solicitation, but who decline to 
commit to a      specified amount; 
unspecified/blank pledge form mailed  
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• Column M.   “WC Rate” = ‘Will Considers’ divided by ‘Total Resolves’ (L/N) 
 
• Column N.   “Total Resolve” = number of calls that have been completed to the point of  
          resolution; resolution is a “Yes”, “No”, or “Will 
Consider” 
 
• Column O.   “Yes $/Resolve” = ‘Total Yes $’ divided by ‘Total Resolve’ (C/N) 
 
• Column P.   “Total Lead sheets” = number of lead sheets originally available to call 
 
• Column Q.   “Leads Pen. Rate” = [‘Pen.’: “Penetration”] ‘Total Resolves’ divided by ‘Total 
Lead sheets’ (N/P) 
 
Total Personnel Cost  = salary + bonus 
Salary = Total Hours x $8 
Net Revenue = CC$ - Total Personnel Cost 
$/hr = CC$/total hours 
Cost/$ raised = total personnel cost / CC$ 
 
Return/$ invested = CC$ / total personnel cost 
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MOTIVATIONAL GAMES 
 
 
 
 
J U L Y 
   
 Su M Tu W Th F S 
       1 
 2 3 4 5 
One extra 
dollar for 
every CC 
pledge 
 
6 
The person 
who averages 
3 CC the 
hour gets $5 
7 
 
8 
 9 
Double 
Bonuses on 
Upgrades 
10 
Any new 
Patron gives 
you $5 
11 
The person 
who averages 
3 CC the 
hour gets $5  
12 
The person 
with the most 
Upgrades 
(over 6) gets 
$10 
13 
One extra 
dollar on 
every CC 
pledge 
14 15 
 16  
Any new 
Sponsor 
gives you $3 
more 
17 
$3 for every 2 
lapsed 
membership 
         18     
The person 
with the most 
Upgrades 
(over 6) gets 
$10 
         19     
One extra 
dollar on 
every CC 
pledge 
        20      
The person 
who averages 
3 CC the 
hour gets $5 
21 22 
             23          
Double 
Bonuses on 
Upgrades 
          24     
Any new 
Sponsor gives 
you $3 more 
               25                       
One extra 
dollar for 
every CC 
pledge 
             26      
The person 
who averages 
3 CC the 
hour gets $5 
         27     
Any new 
Patron gives 
you $10 
28        29  
       30 
 The person 
who 
averages 3 
CC the hour 
gets $5    
       31 
The person 
with the most 
Upgrades 
(over 6) gets 
$10 
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TELEMARKETING SCHEDULE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
New Approach to Expiration Month and Benefits as of March 
2004 Calendar Mailing    
 
 
          
     lapsed   dropped  
            
   
2 months 
prior to 
expiration 
month 
1 month 
prior to 
expiration 
month 
Expiration 
Month 
1 month 
after 
expiration 
month 
2 months 
after 
expiration 
month 
3 months 
after 
expiration  
4 months 
after 
expiration 
month 
5 months 
after 
expiration 
 If they renew January February March April May June July August 
 
Expiration 
month will be March March March April May June July August 
 Calendar    
"last issue" 
sticker; 
last 
calendar 
mailed 
calendar 
for this 
month 
received 
last 
month         
Decembe
r 
January February March April May June position of 
expiration in 
relation to 
current/printi
ng month 
appeal code template * 
Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr (back) TR5xYYM
M 
Membership Renewals (Ind - Sponsor) 
Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan (forward) TD2xYYM
M 
Upgrades (Ind - Sus; not Sponsor or 
Patron) 
Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep (back) TL1xYYM
M 
Lapsed (Ind - Sponsor) 
          
 TR4 instead of TR5        
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Appeal Codes no
credit 
card
credit 
card $
total 
resolves
total 
leadsheets yes rate avg gift bonus $ salary
total 
personnel 
cost
net 
revenue $/hr
cost/$ 
raised
return/$ 
invested
TA1D3-3:30502 37 7 $350 44 15.91% $50.00 $28
TA1D3-3:30503 38 18 $895 56 32.14% $49.72 $68
TA1D3-3:30504 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1D3-3:30505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DW3-3:30502 99 18 $1,300 117 15.38% $72.22 $110
TA1DW3-3:30503 17 6 $310 23 26.09% $51.67 $24
TA1DW3-3:30504 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DW3-3:30505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DL3-3:30502 6 2 $170 8 25.00% $85.00 $14
TA1DL3-3:30503 2 1 $55 3 33.33% $55.00 $4
TA1DL3-3:30504 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DL3-3:30505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DAD0502 371 112 $5,351 483 23.19% $47.78 $432
TA1DAD0503 803 264 $12,940 1,067 24.74% $49.02 $1,124
TA1DAD0504 117 46 $2,297 163 28.22% $49.93 $200
TA1DAD0505 7 5 $235 12 41.67% $47.00 $20
TA1DWAD0502 541 132 $7,117 673 19.61% $53.92 $618
TA1DWAD0503 107 34 $1,973 141 24.11% $58.03 $168
TA1DWAD0504 182 53 $2,508 235 22.55% $47.32 $224
TA1DWAD0505 2 0 $0 2 0.00% #DIV/0! $0
TA1DLAD0502 17 8 $403 25 32.00% $50.38 $34
TA1DLAD0503 5 0 $0 5 0.00% #DIV/0! $0
TA1DLAD0504 1 1 $45 2 50.00% $45.00 $4
TA1DLAD0505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DSEN0502 29 7 $340 36 19.44% $48.57 $28
TA1DSEN0503 29 10 $403 39 25.64% $40.30 $40
TA1DSEN0504 11 1 $45 12 8.33% $45.00 $4
TA1DSEN0505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DWSEN0502 6 1 $51 7 14.29% $51.00 $4
TA1DWSEN0503 3 0 $0 3 0.00% #DIV/0! $0
TA1DWSEN0504 8 1 $45 9 11.11% $45.00 $4
TA1DWSEN0505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DLSEN0502 6 1 $51 7 14.29% $51.00 $4
TA1DLSEN0503 2 0 $0 2 0.00% #DIV/0! $0
TA1DLSEN0504 1 0 $0 1 0.00% #DIV/0! $0
TA1DLSEN0505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA1DMISC 0 8 $460 8 100.00% $57.50 $34
TA2DAD0504 262 90 $4,659 352 25.57% $51.77 $394
TA2DAD0505 1,310 434 $20,452 1,744 24.89% $47.12 $1,804
TA2DWAD0504 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA2DWAD0505 68 13 $605 81 16.05% $46.54 $52
TA2DLAD0504 5 1 $50 6 16.67% $50.00 $4
TA2DLAD0505 10 1 $45 11 9.09% $45.00 $4
TA2DSEN0504 32 11 $530 43 25.58% $48.18 $44
TA2DSEN0505 75 18 $817 93 19.35% $45.39 $72
TA2DWSEN0504 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA2DWSEN0505 0 0 $0 0 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! $0
TA2DLSEN0504 1 0 $0 1 0.00% #DIV/0! $0
TA2DLSEN0505 0 1 $51 1 100.00% $51.00 $4
Totals 4,210 1,305 $64,553 5,515 24,855 23.66% $49.47 $5,568 $12,900 $18,468 $46,085 $40.03 $0.29 $3.50
Refusal Information
450 1. Too Expensive/Can't afford it/Financial difficulties 1,613
137 2. Will not donate via phone solicitation At $8 pr hr: $12,900
1,449 3. Wouldn't visit often enough/Wouldn't use benefits/Not interested in membership
106 4. Not interested in future exhibition (Poussin, Wyeth, etc.) Total calls placed: 24,855
4 5. Received poor service; where/more info: Average resolves/hr: 3.4
42 6. Crowds/Too Crowded
5 7. Ticket Issues (availability, service fee, exchange policy, cost, etc.)
6 8. Parking
6 9. Long lines/Queues
6 10. Exhibition/Museum policies (not ticketing) - coats, strollers, sketching, etc.
7 11. Other exh.conditions (temperature, cleanliness, seating, too long/too many pieces, etc.)
2 12. Dining options/service
4 13. Don't like Dali/Didn't like the show
512 Wrong Number
Total Hours:
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
 
Appeal Code: 
• Unique code assigned to a transaction in a direct marketing campaign, in 
order to track. 
 
Acquisition:  
• Soliciting a prospect who has never given to the Museum in the past 
 
Donor: 
• Person who has previously donated to the Museum 
 
Interaction Design (IxD):   
• The discipline of defining the behavior of products and systems that a user 
can interact with. Interaction design defines the behavior of an artifact or 
system in response to its users. The practice typically centers information 
technology in relation to humans, however it can also apply to other types 
of non-electronic products and services, and even organizations 
themselves.  
 
Lapsed: 
• Any member whose membership has been expired for several months. 
Eventually, lapsed members who do not renew their membership become 
“dropped” from the Museum’s solicitation cycle. 2. Type of solicitation in 
which donors whose membership have lapsed are asked to renew their 
membership 
 
Lead Sheet: 
• A piece of paper containing prospect contact information including: name, 
phone number, address, and giving history. All information resulting from 
the call is logged on these sheets, as well. 
 
Pledge: 
 
 
 90 
• A promise made by a donor or prospect to send a specific financial gift to 
the Museum 
 
Prospect: 
• Potential member/donor to the Museum 
 
Refusal: 
• A rejection of your request; when a prospect declines to give financial 
support, including an outright “No.” 
 
Renewal: 
• Type of solicitation in which a member who membership is about to or 
just has expired is asking to renew their membership for another year 
 
Resolve: 
• Any call that results in a pledge, refusal, or will consider. 
 
Upgrade: 
• Type of solicitation in which a current member is asking, mid-way 
through their current membership year, to give additional financial 
support.  
• Any gift that will move a current member to a higher membership level. 
For example, a Contributor whose membership does not expire until 
February 2010 gives $40 in August 2009 to become a Supporter until 
February 2010. 
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